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, Examination, November - 2019
POWER SYSTEM - III

Sub. Code : 66848

Day and Date: Tuesday,19 -11 -2019
Time : 10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) Assume suitable data rvherever necessary.
3) Use of non-programmable electronic calculator is permitted.

QI) Solve any Two of the follorving:

a) Differentiate between steady state stability and transient stability in power
system. t8l

b,1 Derive the swing equation of a synchronous rnachine worl<ing on a intlnite
bus. t8l

c) Define inerlia constants M and H for a synchronous machine. Derive the

relation between each other. t8I

Q2) Solve any Two of the following:

a) Power station I has four identical generators sets each rated 80 MVA
and each having an inertia constant 7 MJ.MVAwhile power station 2 has

three sets each rated 2001\{VA, 3 MJ/N4VA. The stations are located
close together to be regarded as a single equivalent machine for stability.
Calculate the ineltia constant of the equivalent machine on 100 MVA
base. t8l

b) Apply equal area criterion to formulate an equation of stability of the

system for sudden shorl circuit at midpoint of transmission line. I8l

c) Explain different steps for carrying out a contingency analysis. t81
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Q3) Solve any Three ofthe following:

a) Discuss any one method ofimproving transient stJitity orpower system.

t61

b)

c)

d)

Write note on reactor switching.

Write note on Power System stabiiizers.
l6t

t6l
A2 pole,50Hz, 11kv turbo alternator has a rating of 100 MW, 0.g5 p.f.
lagging. The rotor has a moment of inertia of 10000 kg-m2. Calculate H
and M. 

t6I

Q4) Solve any Two of following.

a) with.eat sketch, explain working of automatic voltage regulator. tgl
b) Explain with neat diagram single area LFC of an'isolated power system.

t8l
c) A 1 00 MVA synchronous generator operates on full load at freqr.rency of

50 Hz. The load is suddenly reduced to 50 MW. Due to time lag in
govemor system, the steam value begins to ciose after 0.4s.
in fi'equency that occurs in this time.

Q5) Solve any Two of follorving.

a) Derive the condition of economic load dispatch
transmission losses.

b) A constant load of 300 MW is supplied by two 200 MW generators, 1

and 2, for r,vhich the respective incremental fuel.costs are

d"' 
= o.rop^, *rn.n

dPn,

dc^
;;r=ol2Po:+t5'oui G2

with powers Po in MW and costs-C i' Rs./hr, Derermi,e the most
economical division ofload between the generators. t8t

c) Derive the expressions for economic dispatch ,eglecting losses and no
generator lirnit for the generating plant with n ur.rits. I8l

considering the

I81
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Q6) Write a shorl note (Any Three) I18l

a) Dynamic programming method.

b) Reactive Power Control.

c) Automatic Generation Control.

d) Factors affecting Power System Security.

og@s &)x.)
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